
SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINT COMPANY STRATEGIC ANALYSIS

Sherwin-Williams SWOT Analysis & Matrix provide insight into strategy of quality to Sherwin-Williams products and has
enabled the company to scale up and.

The expansion has helped the organization to build new revenue stream and diversify the economic cycle risk
in the markets it operates in. This presents a long-term opportunity for Sherwin Williams to target commercial
and residential contractors, builders, and tradesmen rather than retail customers. This should open a window of
opportunity for Sherwin-Williams in other product categories. The Valspar acquisition is a proof of this
rewarding strategy. Each store will also be internally audited once per year. Probable increase in demand for
housing due to ease in lending standards as the Federal Housing Administration will likely lower fees charged
from first time buyers Social 1. Opening up of new markets because of government agreement â€” the
adoption of new technology standard and government free trade agreement has provided Sherwin-Williams an
opportunity to enter a new emerging market. New technologies developed by the competitor or market
disruptor could be a serious threat to the industry in medium to long term future. It has developed a perception
of being a quality and trusted brand in the minds of customers. They are the largest producer of paints,
varnishes and specialty coating in the United States. It has developed a perception of being a quality and
trusted brand in the minds of customers. They are known for continuous innovation which helps them in
launching new products frequently in the market. Highlights Sherwin-Williams Co Sherwin-Williams
manufactures and markets paints, coatings and associated products. Operating Environment Sherwin Williams'
Cover the Earth initiative is focused on "acquiring local operations -- manufacturing, supply chain , sales,
customer service, and more -- the world over"â€¦. New environmental policies â€” The new opportunities will
create a level playing field for all the players in the industry. Unfavorable currency translation in many parts of
the world 2. It has successfully carved out for itself, a good chunk of revenue in architectural paints across
North America, China, Australia and the UK. Growing strengths of local distributors also presents a threat in
some markets as the competition is paying higher margins to the local distributors. Mergers and acquisitions 3.
Superb Performance in New Markets â€” Sherwin-Williams has built expertise at entering new markets and
making success of them. The company has also extended into home improvement items, motor vehicle
finishes and refinishing products. Creating more eco-friendly products as it would be the demand of
tomorrow. Opportunity This section is available only in the Complete report on purchase. They have
developed excellent distribution system especially in North America and South America. This is one of the
major limitations of SWOT analysis. New environment regulations under Paris agreement could be a threat to
certain existing product categories. Detailed financial ratios for the past five years â€” The latest financial
ratios derived from the annual financial statements published by the company with 5 years history. Not very
good at product demand forecasting leading to higher rate of missed opportunities compare to its competitors.
There are gaps in the product range sold by the company. Sherwin Williams must also push for growth in
Europe and in Asia. Change in tax laws and trade regulations 1. The company management is stalwart on
providing training and requisite tools its employees need for excelling today and tomorrow. It has taken many
initiatives to go green and reduce the footprint. The bargaining power of buyers is relatively high as a result of
a competitive industry; thus Sherwin Williams seeks to provide strong customer service , strong products and
strong consumer loyalty. Sherwin Williams relies on continued innovation in its product offering. The
company has not being able to tackle the challenges present by the new entrants in the segment and has lost
small market share in the niche categories. The marketing of the products left a lot to be desired. Economic
meltdown like the one Europe is facing now 2. Weakness This section is available only in the Complete report
on purchase.


